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TV LISTINGS

ASIA TV FORUM EXHIBITOR DIRECTORY
COMPLETE LISTINGS FOR THE COMPANIES IN BOLD CAN BE FOUND IN THIS EDITION OF TV LISTINGS.
9 Story Media Group
A Little Seed
A+E Networks
Aardman
Aasia Productions
AB International Distribution
ABC Commercial
ABC Japan
About Premium Content
ABS-CBN Corporation
activeTV Asia
ADK/NAS/D-Rights
AK Entertainment
Alfred Haber Distribution
all3media international
Ampersand
Animasia Productions
Antares International Media
Anyzac
Arab Telemedia Group
Arirang TV
ARTE France
Asmik Ace
Atresmedia Televisión
ATV
August Media Holdings
Aurora World
Australian Children’s TV Foundation
Ava Entertainment
Avalon Distribution
Bamhaneul Geurimjari
Bananamana Films
Banijay Rights
BBC Worldwide
BEAJ
Beijing Hualu Baina Film&TV
Berserk Media
Bethel Global Media Contents
Beyond Distribution
Blue Ant Media
Blue Sky Media
Blue Spirit Productions
Bomanbridge Media
Bomei Productions
Bonneville Distribution
Brainchild Pictures
BTV Concepts
Calinos Entertainment
Caracol Internacional
CBS Studios International
CCTV/CITVC
Children’s Playground Creative
China Huace Film&TV
China Television Company
Chips and Toon
Cineflix Rights
Cineplex Company
CJ E&M
Clover Films
Coconuts TV
CPB International
Creative Century Entertainment
Creative Power Entertaining
CREi
CREO Contents
Cyber Group Studios
Daehan Mediaworld
Dandelooo
Dazzling Star Culture Development
DHX Media
Discovery Networks Asia-Pacific
Disney
Doc & Film International
Door to Door Pictures
Dreamland Image
DRG
DW Transtel
Eastern Broadcasting
EBS
Eccho Rights
Electural
Encore Films
Endemol Shine Group
Engine Studios
Entertainment One
Escapade Media
Fanlian Technology
Fantawild Animation
FashionTV
Federation Entertainment
Film & Picture
Filmat36
Five Star Production
Fixed Stars Multi-media
Flame Distribution
Formosa Television
Fortune Star Media
Fox Networks Group Content Dist.
FranceTV Distribution
Fred Media
Freestate Productions
FremantleMedia International

J30
E08/H08
G20
K32
E08/H08
E10/F10
L08
A24-15
E10/F10
J18
E08/H08
A24-5
H10/H20
F30
K08
E10/F10
E30
E08/H08
J10
C23
H10/H20
E10/F10
A10-02
K31
C29
E08/H08
J10
L08
H10/H20
K24
J10
E08/H08
G31
D18
A10-09
B10-07
K27
H10/H20
L08
K20
K10-12
E10/F10
E08/H08
D10
G34
E08/H08
E08/H08
F23
B29
Suite 5202
J10
C10
K10-01
D10
E08/H08
H28
F31
H10/H20
E08/H08
K16
E10/F10
D10
G29
A24-2
H10/H20
E10/F10
H10/H20
E10/F10
N05
H31
N03
Suite 5002/5102
E10/F10
E08/H08
D10
G27
E20
D10
H10/H20
L20
J10
E08/H08
M01
C10
J19
L08
D10
B10-03
D20
E10/F10
E10/F10
E08/H08
C28
D10
K32
D10
G26
C18
E10/F10
L08
E08/H08
J02

Fuji Creative Corporation
Gala Television Corporation
Global Agency
Globo
GMA Worldwide
Goquest Media Ventures
Grafizix
Green Gold Animation
Green Yapim
Greener Grass Production
H Culture
Happy Dog TV
HARI International
Hasbro Studios
Hat Trick International
Hello Earth
High Commission of Canada
Huat Films
Hub Media Group
Iconix
IFA Media
iHQ
Imece Medya
IndiaCast Media Distribution
Indonesia Entertainment Group
Infinite Frameworks
Inter Medya
iQiyi
Istanbul Chamber of Commerce
ITV Studios Global Entertainment
Jetpack Distribution
The Jim Henson Company
JSBC
JTBC
Kanal D International
Kawi Content
KBS Media
KCA
Keshet International
Kids First Distribution
King Content
Kwanza
Lagardère Studios Distribution
Lian Contents
Liang Li Media
Lightning International
Limonero Films
Lionsgate Entertainment
Lucky You
Maro Studio
Mart Agency
MarVista Entertainment
Match Point
Mattel Creations
Mavi Baykus Animation
MBC
MBS
Media Caravan
Media Prima
Mediacorp
Medialink Entertainment
Mediatoon Distribution
MGM
MIAM! Animation
Millimages
Miramax
MISTCO
MK2 Films
MM2 Entertainment
MNC Media
Monster Entertainment
Monstrou Studio
Mountain TV
Moutarde & Wasabi
Myra Motion Pictures
Muse Communication
NBCUniversal
Newen Distribution
Next Animation Studio
NHC Media
NHK Enterprises
Nippon Animation
Nippon TV
Novovision
NPO Sales
Oak 3 Films
Ocon
Off The Fence
Omens Studios
One Animation
One Life Studios
Only Distrib
Opus Pictures
Out of this World
Pact
Papahan Films
Parade Media Group
Paramount Pictures
Passion Distribution
Perfect World Pictures
PGS HK
Phoenix Satellite Television

A24-4
D10
E27
C30
J01
D29
J10
G30
N10
D10
J10
L10
E10/F10
F28
K32
B25
H29
E08/H08
E08/H08
J10
E08/H08
H10/H20
N10
K18
B19
E08/H08
L03
E25
N10
D21
K32
H32
B10-11
H20
J20
E08/H08
H10/H20
L10
J08
E10/F10
H10/H20
E10/F10
E10/F10
H10/H20
E08/H08
K36
K32
K02
E10/F10
H10/H20
N10
J21
N10
E21
N10
H10/H20
A24-13
K10-10
E30
G10
B21
E10/F10
D26
E10/F10
E10/F10
F27
M05
E10/F10
E08/H08
H09
L26
E08/H08
L10
E08/H08
L32
C10
Suite 5003
E10/F10
C10
J10
A24-10
A24-12
A24-18
E10/F10
H34
E08/H08
P01
H27
E08/H08
E08/H08
J06
E10/F10
P01
E08/H08
K32
E08/H08
E08/H08
Suite 5201
K25
E08/H08
E10/F10
G24

Pilgrim Pictures
Pixtrend
Playlearn Media
Premiere Entertainment
Primeworks Distribution
Public Television Service Foundation
Rainbow
Rajshri Entertainment
Raya Group
Record TV
Red Arrow International
Reel One Entertainment
Refinery Media
Regentact
Resimli Filim
Rive Gauche Television
RKD Studios
Robot Playground Media
Roi Visual
SAMG Animation
Sanlih E-Television
SBS
Scripps Networks Interactive
Semerkand Production
Shanghai WingsMedia
Shine Entertainment
Shoreline Entertainment
Shortman Films
Signal Media
Silver Media Group
Silver Wolf International
Singapore Pavilion by IMDA
Siyahmarti Animation Studios
Sky Perfect JSAT
Sky Vision
SMG Pictures
Sonar Entertainment
Sony Pictures Television
Soul Creative
Star Entertainment
Star India
Studio 100 Media
Studio W
Studio2 Animation Lab
STUDIOCANAL TV
Sunrise/TVS Asia
Superights
Synergy Media
Tac Medya
TAITRA
TakToon Enterprise
Talpa Global
TBS
Tech Storm TV
Ted World
Telmondis
Tencent
Terranoa
Tezuka Productions
TF1 Studio
The Media Pioneers
The Moving Visuals
Thema
Time Vision
Tiny Island Productions
TMS Entertainment
Toei Company
TRX
TV Asahi
TV Azteca International
TV France International
TV Tokyo
TVN
Twentieth Century Fox TV Distribution
Ubisoft Motion Pictures
Upside Distribution
Viacom18
Viacom International Media Networks
Viddsee
Vietnam Television
Voguefilms
WAG Worldwide
Warner Bros. International Television
WaWa Pictures
Wawoo Communications
Weaving Clouds
Weiyu Films
Workpoint Group
Worldwide Rights Corporation
WOWOW
XTREME Media
Ying Group
YLE
Yomiuri-TV/YTE
Young Toys
Yoyo Film
Yu-Sheng Animation Studio
ZDF Enterprises
Zee Entertainment Enterprises
Zhejiang Zoland Animation
Zodiak Kids

E08/H08
J10
L10
F34
E30
D10
E23
L28
H07
K22
H25
K32
E08/H08
F32
N10
J28
L30
E08/H08
J10
J10
D10
H10/H20
J23
N10
B10-02
D10
D34
E08/H08
E29
E08/H08
E08/H08
E08/H08
N10
A10-7
N01
B10-02
G28
Suite 5001
J10
D10
E26
B27
J10
D10
E10/F10
E08/H08
E10/F10
J10
N10
C10
J10
D25
A24-11
E08/H08
J10
E10/F10
A04-03
E10/F10
A24-22
E10/F10
K32
E08/H08
G32
D10
E08/H08
L24
A24-1
J09
A24-14
F26
E10/F10
A24-21
J23
Suite 5103
E10/F10
E10/F10
K18
Suite 5301
E08/H08
J26
E08/H08
K32
Suite 5101
E08/H08
D10
E08/H08
E08/H08
G16
E30
A24-19
E08/H08
E08/H08
E10/F10
A24-20
J10
N10
C10
H36
F20
K10
G31

Visit asiatvforum.com for a full list of exhibitors. Information correct as of 11/13/2017
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In This Issue
3
9 Story Media Group
ABS-CBN Corporation
all3media international

4
Atresmedia Televisión
Bomanbridge Media
Calinos Entertainment
Caracol Internacional

9 STORY MEDIA GROUP
O (1-416) 530-9900
m distribution@9story.com

and youth, a reclusive centuries-old man
meets a kindhearted woman who will
prove to him that love is beyond forever.

w www.9story.com
Stand: J30
Contact: Federico Vargas, snr. dir., dist.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Luo Bao Bei (Kids 4-7 animation, 52x11
min.) Luo Bao Bei is a bright and spirited 7year-old girl with a vivid imagination, on a
quest to understand the world around her.
Nature Cat (Animated comedy, 80x11
min., S2 & 3: 40x11 min. & 30x11 min. in
prod.) Nature Cat can’t wait to get outside
for a day of backyard nature excursions
and bravery, but there’s one problem: he’s
a house cat with no instincts for nature!

CJ E&M

5

The Good Son (Family drama, 40x45
min.) A man’s death causes his two secret
families to be made aware of each other’s
existence. But who among them has blood
on their hands?

Dori Media Group
Eccho Rights
Escapade Media
FremantleMedia/
FremantleMedia International

6
FUN Union
Global Agency
GMA Worldwide
HARI International
Inter Medya

7

Luo Bao Bei
3 Amigonauts (Animated comedy, 52x11
min.) Three bumbling buds attend the solar
system’s most prestigious space academy,
super-sizing the smallest tasks into madcap intergalactic adventures.
Guess How Much I Love You—The
Adventures of Little Nutbrown Hare
(Preschool animation, 78x11 min.) The first
adaptation of the beloved bestselling picture book that has sold more than 30 million copies worldwide.
Daniel Tiger’s Neighbourhood
(Preschool animation, 170x11 min., S4:
40x11 min. in prod.) Daniel, a shy but brave
4-year-old tiger, lives in the Neighbourhood
of Make Believe.

Keshet International
MarVista Entertainment
Mediatoon Distribution
Multicom Entertainment Group
Next Animation Studio
Nippon TV

8
One Life Studios
Passion Distribution
Rainbow
Record TV

9
Singapore Pavilion by IMDA
Superights
TV Azteca International
ZDF Enterprises

Catch Me Out (Format, 30 min. eps.)
Everyday people take on the challenge of a
lifetime to trick a theater audience into
thinking they are professional entertainers.
Gogglebox (Format, 60 min. eps.) The
highlights of the week’s television, intercut
with footage of ordinary people watching it
at home.
Celebrity Undercover (Format, 60 min.
eps.) Each week, a famous celebrity goes in
search of tomorrow’s stars to give them a
big break.
Undercover Boss (Format, 60 min. eps.)
High-level corporate executives take the
extraordinary step of going undercover in
their own companies to ensure that they
are fighting fit for the future.
The Sticky Truth About Sugar (Factual
ent., 1x60 min.) Journalist Fiona Phillips,
with the help of four volunteers, discovers
what sugar really does to our bodies and
what the health benefits of cutting back are.
Operation Vincent (Factual ent., 1x60
min.) The thrilling story of a heist that saw

La Luna Sangre

Cyber Group Studios

ABS-CBN CORPORATION
O (632) 411-1670
m internationalsales@abs-cbn.com
w internationalsales.abs-cbn.com
Stand: J18
Contact: Ma. Cecilia F. Imperial, OIC-head,
integrated pgm. acq. & intl. sales & dist.; Pia
Bacungan Laurel, head, sales.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
La Luna Sangre (Fantasy drama, 40x45
min.) In a world where supernatural beings
coexist, a woman with a charted destiny
and a man shrouded in mystery are bound
by an ancient prophecy.
Wildflower (Romance drama, 100x45
min.) Hungry for justice, a fearless woman
takes on a new identity in order to go
against the powerful political family
responsible for her parents’ deaths.
Lost Hearts (Family drama, 100x45 min.)
A woman betrayed by her lover and her
best friend works to start anew. But years
later, their feud lingers and affects their
children’s lives.
The Promise of Forever (Romance/fantasy, 40x45 min.) Cursed with eternal life

ALL3MEDIA
INTERNATIONAL
O (65) 6817-3780
m alexander.euler@all3media.com

Ricardo Seguin Guise
Publisher
Anna Carugati
Group Editorial Director
Mansha Daswani
Editor
Kristin Brzoznowski
Executive Editor

w www.all3mediainternational.com

Joanna Padovano Tong
Managing Editor

Stand: K08
Contact: Sabrina Duguet, EVP, AsiaPac;
Amreet Chalal, sales mgr., AsiaPac; Kit
Yow, sales mgr., AsiaPac.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Miniaturist (Period drama/thriller,
3x60 min.) Period thriller set in 17th century Amsterdam about a house where,
beneath the lavish beauty and privilege, lie
forbidden passions and dangerous secrets.
Liar (Drama/thriller, 6x60 min.) Psychological thriller that follows Laura and
Andrew as their seemingly innocent date
unravels into a complex web of deceit that
neither could foresee.
The Truth About Stress (Factual ent.,
1x60 min.) Using cutting-edge chestmounted body monitoring equipment, this
film puts stress to the test in order to examine it and understand it as never before.

Sara Alessi
Associate Editor
Victor L. Cuevas
Production & Design Director
Phyllis Q. Busell
Art Director
Simon Weaver
Online Director
Dana Mattison
Senior Sales & Marketing Manager
Nathalia Lopez
Sales & Marketing Assistant
Andrea Moreno
Business Affairs Manager

Ricardo Seguin Guise
President
Anna Carugati
Executive VP
Mansha Daswani
Associate Publisher & VP of
Strategic Development
TV Listings
© 2017 WSN INC.
1123 Broadway, #1207
New York, NY 10010
Phone: (212) 924-7620
Fax: (212) 924-6940

The Miniaturist

3

Website:
www.worldscreenings.com

THE LEADING ONLINE DAILY NEWS SERVICE FOR
THE INTERNATIONAL MEDIA INDUSTRY.
For a free subscription, visit subscriptions.ws
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two priceless masterpieces stolen from the
Van Gogh Museum. The film has 360degree access to the story and will reveal
the wider story of art crime.
Letterbox (Format, 30 min. eps.) Pairs of
contestants go head to head to crack a
series of passwords in an attempt to take
home a substantial cash prize.

ATRESMEDIA TELEVISIÓN
O (34-91) 623-0500
m sales@atresmediatv.com
w international-sales-atresmedia.com
Stand: K31
Contact: Diana Borbón, sales mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Incident (El Incidente) (Thriller,
5x70 min./8x50 min.) In a small village in
the mountains, an unexpected and severe
storm causes strange behavior in some of
the inhabitants.
Lifeline (Pulsaciones) (Drama, 10x70 min.)
After receiving an organ transplant, Alex, a
renowned surgeon, starts having terrible nightmares related to the murder of the person who
donated his heart to save his life.

BOMANBRIDGE MEDIA
O (65) 6224-4211
m info@bomanbridge.tv
w www.bomanbridge.tv
Stand: E08-03
Contact: Sonia Fleck, CEO; Aegena Tay,
dir., sales & acq.; Gleyce Soares, snr. sales
mgr., Southeast Asia; Josephine Lim, content & mktg. liaison; Jessica Teo, sales asst.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Gamerz (Format) Twelve talents will
move into the GAMERZ House where they
are tested and challenged daily in live
broadcasts of matches and interactive
challenges.
The Fashion Hero (8x60 min. & format)
This brand-new entertainment format will
not only find the international fashion models of tomorrow—it will revolutionize the
fashion industry in the process.
Oddbods (Kids animation, S2: 60x7 min.)
Follow the adventures of seven adorable
Oddbods as they laugh, fool and trip their
way through the most seemingly ordinary
situations, often with unexpected consequences.
The Snack World (Kids animation,
50x30 min.) Welcome to the hyper, casual, fantasy universe with princesses, dragons, genies, smartphones and convenience
stores. Explore The Snack World with our
hero and his companions.

CALINOS
ENTERTAINMENT
O (90-216) 999-4999
m info@calinosentertainment.com
w www.calinosentertainment.com
Stand: F23
Contact: Asli Serim Guliyev, intl. sales dir.;
Anthony Leonardi, mktg./sales rep.,
Indonesia; Yiying Chen, sales rep., China,
Hong Kong.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Our Story (Drama, on air) Adapted from
the award-winning series Shameless, this
Turkish drama is full of energy, real stories
and passion.
Woman (Drama, on air) A story of love,
passion and human nature and the drama
surrounding a group of women who sometimes support each other and at other
times sabotage each other.

Woman
The Girl Named Feriha (Drama/
romance, 187x45 min.) Tells of the dreams
and desires of a young girl who is stuck
between two worlds.
The Incident
Plastic Sea (Mar de Plástico) (Drama/thriller, S1: 13x70 min., S2: 13x70
min.) The murder of the mayor’s daughter in a village where greenhouses are the
primary business stirs up friction among
its inhabitants.
Locked Up (Vis a Vis) (Drama, S1: 11x70
min./16x50 min., S2: 13x70 min.) A fragile young woman, betrayed by her lover and
arrested for fraud, must learn to survive
and fight to prove her innocence in a detention facility as she awaits her trial.
The Secret of Old Bridge (El Secreto de
Puente Viejo) (Telenovela, S1-22: 65x50
min. each, S23) A midwife crosses paths with
the rich stepmother of her ex-lover, the father of
her son, who was ripped from her at birth.
Privileged Observer (Enviado Especial) (Doc., 7x60 min.) The journalist Jalis
de la Serna travels across the globe, helping us become aware of a world in the
process of change and challenge.
Apaches (Drama, S1: 12x70 min.)
Miguel reunites with Sastre, his childhood best friend, to rob the jewelry stores
and and watch factories responsible for
swindling his father.
Hostile Grounds (En Tierra Hostil)
(Doc., 12x70 min.) Shows astounding conflicts taking place in ten hot zones of the
world, where recording with a camera can
be life threatening.
Inside Of… (Dentro De…) (Doc., 6x60
min.) Hosted by Cristina Pedroche, offers
an insider’s look at big companies like the
Westin Palace Hotel, the airline Iberia, the
hospital La Paz and the restaurant El Celler
de Can Roca.

CARACOL INTERNACIONAL
O (1-305) 960-2018/
(571) 6430-430

m sales@caracoltv.com.co
w www.caracolinternacional.com/en
Gamerz
Claude (Kids animation, 50x11 min. &
11x2 min.) Based on the successful series
of books by Alex T. Smith, a charming new
animated preschool series with a hero who
everybody loves.
Delicacy Hunter: On the Silk Road
(Food/travel, 6x30 min.) Chef Jamie, a fun,
young British chef who speaks fluent Chinese, ventures on a gastronomic journey
along the ancient Silk Road.
Donal’s Asian Baking Adventures
(Lifestyle/food, 10x30 min.) Donal Skehan,
chef, TV presenter and YouTube star,
heads East to explore some of the flavors
and secrets of baking, Asian style.
Morocco From Above (Factual, 1x90
min./2x45 min.) A high-end premium documentary from Yann Arthus-Bertrand on
Morocco, shot exclusively from the sky.
The Hole (Science/technology, 1x60 min.)
The story of how the planet came close to
an environment catastrophe, but was
saved by an unprecedented global agreement between the Earth’s nations.
Lions of the Lakeshore (Nature/
wildlife, 1x60 min.) On the shores of
Zimbabwe’s Lake Kariba, three young
lions must convince an imposing alpha
female to let them rule.

Dynasty (Telenovela, 74x60 min.) Kaleth
Morales captivated crowds with his music, but
was tragically killed in a car accident at 22.
His father, inspired by his eldest son, begins a
successful life as a composer and singer. Thus
begins the legendary Morales Dynasty.
Night School, Dreams Never Sleep (Telenovela, 107x60 min.) A series full of drama and
emotion inspired by the stories of the millions
of students in the world who resort to night
education as their only way of getting ahead.
The Challenge (Format) Participants
must survive, live together and compete in
four different stages for a cash prize.
On Another Level (Ent.) Singers perform
in an elevator for the chance to move up
levels, vying for a record deal.

CJ E&M
O (82-2) 371-8037
m jully.kim@cj.net
w www.cjenm.com
Stand: H20
Contact: Chulyeon Kim, VP, global contents division; Jangho Seo, GM, global contents; Don Kang, head, intl. sales; Jinwoo
Hwang, head, formats & global content
dvpmt.; Diane Min, snr. sales mgr.; Boyun
Choi, snr. sales mgr.; Wooyeon Yang, snr.
sales mgr.; Annie Chung, snr. acq. mgr.;
Terry Kim, sales mgr.; Min Jung, sales mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Prison Playbook (Drama, 16x60 min.) A
former superstar baseball player ends up
in prison due to an unfortunate incident.
Bad Guys: Vile City (Crime drama, 16x60
min.) The second chapter in OCN’s fanfavorite series is about bad buys chasing
the even worse guys.
A Korean Odyssey (Drama, 20x60 min.) The
Chinese classical novel A Chinese Odyssey is
reinterpreted in contemporary times with a
romantic fantasy twist, retelling the story of the
monkey king and the monk searching for light in
a dark world where evil spirits have prevailed.

Stand: B29
Contact: Maria Estrella, sales exec., Asia.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
One Way Out (Series, 60x60 min.) Parallel
stories take place in a Bronx neighborhood, a
dangerous sector of town with a mixture of failure, disappointment and despair of thousands
of drug addicts, dealers, merchants of dreams,
and interspersed with love, faith and strong fraternity links.
The Goddess (Telenovela, 96x60 min.)
Tells the story of Patricia Teherán, a
woman who with her talent and love conquered a world of men.
Bad Guys: Vile City
Avengers’ Social Club (Drama, 12x60
min.) Three women form a team to seek
revenge on their husbands and frenemies
in this black comedy drama.

CYBER GROUP STUDIOS
O (33-1) 555-63-232
m sales@cybergroupstudios.com
w www.cybergroupstudios.com
One Way Out

Stand: E10/F10
Contact: Noemie Bourrie, intl. sales exec.

GET DAILY NEWS ON KIDS’ PROGRAMMING

SUBSCRIBE HERE: SUBSCRIPTIONS.WS
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PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Pirates Next Door (Kids 6-10 CGI
comedy, 52x11 min.) At Dull-on-Sea, quiet life is suddenly turned upside down by
the appearance of a family of pirates.
Mini Ninjas (Kids 6-10 CGI action/comedy, 104x11 min.) Discover a new generation of 12 year-olds ninjas, trained by the
wise (and rather eccentric) Ninja Master
to defend the Land below the Clouds from
the warlord Ashida.
Zak Jinks (Kids 6-10 2D adventure comedy, 52x13 min.) Follows the adventures of
its eponymous hero, Zak. For Zak, school,
street and home are all perfect settings for
mischief-making.
Zou (Kids 3-6 CGI comedy, 156x11 min.)
Now in season three, follow the daily life of
a lovable 5-year-old Zebra Zou and his
extended zebra family. Full of curiosity and
love, Zou is now old enough to start
becoming his own person.
Leo, The Wildlife Ranger (Kids 3-6 educational comedy, 60x11 min.) Join Junior
Rangers Leo and Katie, their trusted dog
Hero and the affable Ranger Rocky on exciting adventures as they solve problems, overcome challenges, help animals in distress
and learn about nature and wildlife.
Mirette Investigates (Kids 6-10 2D adventure/comedy, 52x11 min.) A traveling detective
comedy with Mirette, a 10-year-old with a
passion for investigation, and her “catssistant”
Jean-Pat, a lazy but efficient ginger tomcat.
Zorro the Chronicles (Kids 6-12 CGI
adventure/comedy, 26x22 min.) Introduces the most famous masked hero in his
quest for justice.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Ciega a Citas (Blind Date) China
(Romantic comedy, 52x60 min.) A story of
a woman trapped in a love triangle unconsciously. The love that is not good for her
blinds her and the love that could make her
happy is not even on her radar.
Las Estrellas (5 Stars) (Romantic comedy, 120x60 min.) The death of Mario Star
leaves his five daughters faced with successfully managing a boutique hotel, a
mission they will have to fulfill in order to
claim an inheritance.

Ciega a Citas (Blind Date) China

Balloopo (Kids 3-6 CGI adventure, 52x11
min.) Discover the exciting adventures of
the orange-haired balloon boy Paru and his
kindest and most loyal elephant friend Balloopo in an inflatable land where everything
is made out of balloons.
Tales of Tatonka (Kids 4-8 CGI adventure, 52x13 min.) Share laughs and thrilling
adventures with four wolf cubs who learn
about life outside the family in the plains
and the forests of North America.
Iqbal, Tales of a Fearless Child (Family
2D feature, 1x80 min.) Iqbal, an impish and
joyful kid, bravely decides to go to the nearest city to raise money to buy medicine for
his sick brother.

The Best of All (Shiny-floor game show)
Is the average answer from a large group of
people always closer to the right result than
one person’s answer? This new game will
test that theory.
The Road to Calvary (Drama, 13x45
min.) The story of two sisters in the period
from 1914 to 1919, when friends and relatives are on the opposite sides of the barricades, and the yearning for a brighter
tomorrow will pave the road to Calvary.
Power Couple (Reality format) Puts love to
the test like you’ve never seen before as eight
couples face extreme challenges that will test
how well they really know each other.
Complicated (Drama, 10x30 min.) Ran
is twice-divorced, has three beautiful
daughters from various angry mothers and
only one bank account that is slowly dwindling away. But he still believes he can find
the perfect love.
El Marginal (Drama, 13x45 min.) An ex-cop
goes undercover in a prison in order to infiltrate a group that has just kidnapped the teen
daughter of an important national judge.
Full Moon (Daily drama, 100x30 min.) Set
in the “full moon” party scene in Thailand,
about the young who visit the island known
for its parties and find themselves entangled in a sketchy weapons deal.
Por Amarte Asi (Telenovela, 60x60 min.) A
father and daughter get a chance to fall in love
with partners despite the difficult circumstances that brought them together. With the
world against them, they will not give up.
Esperanza Mia (Romantic comedy, 180x45
min.) Tells of the forbidden love between Julia,
a pretend novice set on bringing down the man
responsible for her mother’s death, and
Tomas, a priest and the culprit’s brother.

DORI MEDIA GROUP
O (41-43) 817-7050
m sales@dorimedia.com

ECCHO RIGHTS
O (46-8) 5560-9380
m info@ecchorights.com

w www.dorimedia.com,
www.dorimediadistribution.com

w www.ecchorights.com

Iqbal, Tales of a Fearless Child

Contact: Pauline Ick, VP, sales, Dori Media
Dist.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Cennet (Drama, 114x45 min.) When Cennet discovers that the woman she wishes
to work for is in fact the mother that abandoned her as a baby, her motivation
switches to revenge.
Phi (Drama, 38x45 min.) Five characters
are drawn to one another by an irresistible
combination of psychology, philosophy
and romance in this landmark digital original that shook Turkey.
Trotsky (Drama, 8x52 min.) Historical epic
about the Russian revolutionary Leon Trotsky, a man who changed the world forever
and paid for it with all that he had.
Heart of the City (Drama, 60x45 min.)
Raised at sea, Ali must confront his traumatic
past when a romantic adventure leads him
back to the city where he was born.
Elif (Drama, 950x45 min.) A little girl with a
big heart must fight to keep her family together
in the face of constant threats. A massive hit
worldwide, now in its fourth season.
New Bride (Drama, 155x45 min.) Following her fairy tale wedding, Bella must face
the harsh realities of a culture clash after
marrying in to an Eastern tribe, far removed
from her cosmopolitan upbringing.

Stand: L20
Contact: Nixon Yau Lim, head, AsiaPac;
Deborah Youn, dist. & business dvpmt. exec.

Cennet
Amla (Drama, 78x45 min.) Fighting for
justice following a horrific sexual assault,
a woman finds an unexpected ally in the
form of a friend of her attackers. Based on
the classic Turkish series Fatmagul.
Brave and Beautiful (Drama, 101x45
min.) When a handsome stranger appears
in the nick of time to save the life of a rich
heiress, they fall instantly in love. But was
he really there just by chance?
Insider (Drama, 114x45 min.) An actionpacked thriller following two moles on
opposite sides of the law, each trying to
catch the other before their personal lives
catch up with them.

Steve Backshall & The Vertical Mile
Animal Clinic (Factual/reality, 18x30 min.) An
observational documentary series following
the extraordinary work at Ireland’s largest animal charity, the high-tech DSPCA clinic that
provides emergency care for every kind of
domestic and wild animal imaginable.
Steve Backshall & The Vertical Mile
(Factual/adventure, 2x30 min./2x60 min.
4K & VR) This vertical mile of crumbling
rock and ice is the biggest challenge Steve
has ever faced.
Rottnest & The Mystery Islands (Natural history, 2x60 min. 4K & VR) On the far
west of the Australian continent there is a
set of islands whose inhabitants defy all
laws of nature.
Charged & Disbarred (Factual/crime,
13x30 min. 4K) Explores real-life crimes perpetrated by those trusted with the law. Narrated by lawyer and prosecutor James Pacitti, the
show highlights the victims of these cases and
exposes the corruption that leads to further
investigation and ultimately prosecution.
Food.Sail.Love. (Lifestyle, 8x30 min. 4K)
This unique culinary voyage invites the
viewer to experience the local life and the
preservation of precious traditions.
JC Tha Barber (Reality/ent., 13x30 min.
4K) Follows celebrity barber JC Hammons
into the homes and dressing rooms of
today’s hottest stars from the worlds of
film, hip hop and professional sports.
Tomorrow When the War Began (Drama, 6x45 min.) High production series
about a group of young friends overcoming seemingly insurmountable odds to
save the things they hold most precious
The Fo-Fo Figgily Show (Preschool, 25x15
min. 4K) Explores fundamental learning concepts and helps children discover the importance of community and positivity.

FREMANTLEMEDIA/
FREMANTLEMEDIA
INTERNATIONAL
O (65) 6223-8771
m general.enquiries@fremantlemedia.com,

ESCAPADE MEDIA
O (61-2) 8353-2793
m natalie@escapademedia.com.au

formats@fremantlemedia.com
w www.fmscreenings.com

w www.escapademedia.com.au

Stand: J02
Contact: Ganesh Rajaram, EVP, intl. dist.;
Haryaty Rahman, SVP, sales & dist.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
American Idol (Ent., 38x60 min.) The
iconic music series premieres on ABC in
2018 with series icon Ryan Seacrest as
host and Katy Perry, Luke Bryan and Lionel
Richie as judges.
Hard Sun (Drama, 6x60 min.) Pre-apocalyptic crime series set in contemporary London
written by internationally acclaimed, BAFTA
and Emmy-nominated writer Neil Cross,
creator of BBC One’s Luther.
Picnic at Hanging Rock (Drama, 6x60
min.) A trailblazing reimagining of the iconic

Stand: L08
Contact: Natalie Lawley, mng. dir.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Walking Points (Factual, 1x90 min./1x52
min. 4K) In the U.S., cancer detection dogs
are being used to test for this killer disease
and the results are remarkable.
Household Empires (Factual, 13x30 min.
4K) Explores how a world steeped in tradition
has been impacted by technology, providing
small businesses with marketable e-commerce platforms, allowing them to flourish
from their living room to the world.

GET DAILY NEWS ON DRAMA
SUBSCRIBE HERE: SUBSCRIPTIONS.WS
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and timeless Australian novel from
acclaimed director Larysa Kondracki and
starring Natalie Dormer.
100% Hotter (Ent., S1: 10x60 min., S2:
10x60 min. & 3x60 min. celeb. specials,
S3: 10x60 min. & 4x60 min. celeb. specials) In this ultra-modern make-under
show, a team of top-notch stylists meet
some of Britain’s worst dressers and help
to transform them into the best-looking
versions of themselves.

humorous stories teach valuable life lessons about cooperation, creativity, core
values, self-acceptance and communication. The colourful cast complement one
another’s unique personalities.

Black Pearl (Drama) Hazal and Kenan had
planned to spend the rest of their lives together in a small Aegean town, but their perfect
relationship is shaken by Vural’s arrival.
Bitter Sweet (Dramedy) Misunderstandings
and coincidences lead Nazli, an aspiring chef,
and Ferit, a wealthy businessman, into a complicated situation where love blooms.

Destined To Be Yours (Romantic comedy, 35x45 min.) Benjie is an architect torn
between his desire to please his family and
his love for a radio DJ named Sinag.

GMA WORLDWIDE
O (632) 982-7777
m gwi@gmanetwork.com

w www.studiohari.com

w www.gmaworldwide.tv
BabyRiki
PinCode (Musical edutainment, 52x13
min. & S2) Every episode contains a valuable science lesson. In pursuit of knowledge, the diverse team travels the universe
to learn about the world.

Hard Sun
Match Game (Game show) Prime-time
game show with Golden Globe and Emmy
Award-winning actor Alec Baldwin as host.
Two contestants try to match six celebrities
in a game of fill in the missing blank.
The Golden Brain (Game-show format)
Two of the nation’s favorite duos compete
in an epic battle armed only with their most
powerful weapon, their brains.
Supermarket Sweep (Game-show format) Sees players step inside a very special supermarket for a fast-paced and
energetic game show, where three teams
of two battle it out using their shopping
skills to win the cash prize.
10 Years of Fuji Gameshows (Gameshow formats) A world-famous collection
of anarchic fun and games, including Hole
In The Wall, The Noise, Total Blackout and
The Boxing Glove, to fill the hole in any
entertainment schedule, proving that nobody
does game shows quite like FremantleMedia
and Fuji.
My Mom Cooks Better Than Yours (Ent.
format) Now in production in over 28 territories
and soon to launch in India, this fast-paced
culinary game show combines cooking, competition, comedy and family dynamics.
Hear Me Love Me See Me (Reality format) The genre-defining dating format that
sets out to prove that when searching for
love, looks aren’t everything. A success in
Israel, Italy and Thailand, launching in
2018 in the U.S.

FUN UNION
O (852) 2239-5312
m info@fununion.net
w www.fununion.net
Contact: Christine Brendle, CEO; Gushi Sethi,
head, intl. dist.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
BabyRiki (Musical edutainment, 52x5 min. &
S2) From physical wellbeing, cognitive and
soft skills, these musical stories are based
around age-appropriate experiences with educational concepts introduced in familiar surroundings for preschoolers.
KikoRiki (Comedy edutainment, 2D:
216x6.5 min., CGI: 52x11 min.) These

GLOBAL AGENCY
O (90-212) 240-5769
m info@theglobalagency.tv
w www.theglobalagency.tv
Stand: E27
Contact: Isil Turksen, sales dir.; Ivan
Sanchez, sales dir.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Music Masters (Singing talent-show format) Eight super-talented contestants are
challenged to keep their spots in the 13week long-contest for as long as they can.
Who can remain until the end and who will
beat them all to become the Music Master?
In and Out (Game-show format) A game
show where your money prize can be
increased or divided, or you can go bankrupt at any moment.

Stand: J01
Contact: Roxanne J. Barcelona, VP;
Manuel Paolo Laurena, snr. sales mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Angela (Drama/fantasy, 45x45 min.)
Angela and Lucille are half-sisters who
both possess superpowers: one can heal
with her touch while the other causes pain.
My Korean Jagiya (Drama/romantic
comedy, 45x45 min.) A Korean drama fan
falls in love with a Korean actor and hopes
he will love her too. Is her dream too good
to come true?
Impostora (Drama, 45x45 min.) A woman
with a disfigured face goes under the knife to
become beautiful, only to find she will assume
another woman’s life and identity.
My Teacher, My Hero (Super Ma’am)
(Fantasy adventure, 45x45 min.) An awkward teacher transforms into a super-heroine to fight evil creatures lurking in her town
while managing the unruly behavior of her
students.
A Woman Scorned (Contemporary drama, 193x45 min.) A simple wife and a
seductive office manager seek to win the
heart of a widower and reputable pilot
yearning for true love.
My Love from the Star (Drama/romantic
comedy, 31x45 min.) A beautiful but selfabsorbed actress falls in love with her nextdoor neighbor—an alien stranded on Earth
for hundreds of years. (Based on the original format by SBS.)
Bow of Justice 2 (Fantasy adventure,
45x45 min.) A fallen hero must revive his
alter ego and face an even more challenging battle versus the evils of society and
against his inner demons.

Bitter Sweet
Cash or Splash (Game-show format)
Three contestants compete as a team to
hold on to a cash prize as they answer
challenging questions, with a wrong
answer leading to a fall into a water trap.
Open Call (Talent-show format) Shiny
floor prime-time singing competition featuring a fresh twist of two dramatic
moments in one audition.
Queens (Period drama, 9x60 min.) The
story of the rivalry that existed between
Mary Stuart of Scotland and Elizabeth I of
England, who fought for supremacy in the
political, religious and personal realms
under the attentive eyes of the most feared
monarch in Europe, Philip II.

HARI INTERNATIONAL
O (33-1) 4357-7037
m sales@hari-international.tv
Stand: E10/F10
Contact: Adeline Tormo, head, sales.

Pipas and Douglas
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Grizzy & the Lemmings (Kids 6-11 CGI
slapstick comedy, S1: 78x7 min., S2: 78x7
min. in prod.) They’re little, he’s big. They’re
many, he’s alone. He’s strong, they’re fast.
The perfect antagonistic duo!
Pipas and Douglas (Kids 6-11 CGI slapstick comedy, 52x2 min. in prod.) Pipas
and Douglas are two atypical (to say the
least) performing artists who want to be a
hit at the Music Hall, at any cost.

INTER MEDYA
O (90-212) 231-0102
m info@intermedya.tv
w www.intermedya.tv
Stand: L03
Contact: Can Okan, fndr. & CEO; Ahmet
Ziyalar, COO; Melissa Miskavi Okan, sales
& mktg. mgr.; Beatriz Cea Okan, sales exec.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Endless Love (Drama) Two separate
worlds, both close and distant from each
other, in a seaside neighborhood of Istanbul. What happens when two young people from these separate worlds fall in love?
Broken Wings (Drama) Nefise does her
best to raise her four children after her husband’s sudden death in this family drama
about seeing light and hope even when
things go wrong.

My Korean Jagiya
My Sweet Heart (Drama/romantic comedy, 21x45 min.) A heart transplant recipient
falls in love with a man who happens to be
her heart donor’s boyfriend.
The Half Sisters (Book 1) (Drama,
49x45 min.) Diana and Ashley are special
non-identical twins. Circumstances of their
birth make them an extraordinarily rare
pair. They share the same mother, but have
different fathers.

Endless Love

THE LEADING ONLINE DESTINATION FOR THE INTERNATIONAL MEDIA BUSINESS.
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Mrs. Fazilet and Her Daughters (Drama)
Mrs. Fazilet and her daughters live a modest
life but she is determined to become rich.
Money Monster (Game-show format) A
studio-based quiz show in which contestants win the money they manage to count
correctly after each right answer.
1 vs. 10 (Game-show format) One contestant will be asked ten questions. But
instead of answering the questions, they
need to choose one person out of ten who
they think won’t not know the answer.
Hayat, Aşk Laftan Anlamaz (Dramedy,
102x45 min.) Murat, the handsome perfectionist who took over the responsibility
of a big company at a young age, meets
Hayat, a clumsy, joyful, beautiful young girl
who knows how to enjoy life.

KESHET INTERNATIONAL
O (852) 3956-7168
m gal.layhani@keshet-tv.com
w www.keshetinternational.com
Stand: J08
Contact: Kelly Wright, VP, dist. & new
business; Gary Pudney, head, Asia; Arpit
Agarwal, dir., India & SAARC, Asia; Mihir
Karlekar, snr. sales mgr., India, Singapore,
Indonesia, Malyasia & SAARC, Asia; Josh
Densley, operations coord., Asia.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Masters of Dance (Talent, 22x60/90
min. format) In this epic battle of skill, style
and talent, four renowned dance masters
put their reputations and egos on the line to
crown the country’s best dancer and be
named the Master of Dance.

MARVISTA
ENTERTAINMENT
O (1-424) 274-3000
m gjo@marvista.net
w www.marvista.net
Stand: J21
Contact: Jennifer Kim, worldwide dist.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Born and Missing (Thriller, 1x90 min.)
Ashley dies in a tragic car crash a week
after she gives birth, and her newborn has
gone missing.
Eruption LA (Disaster, 1x90 min.) Facing a
catastrophic natural disaster, a struggling
screenwriter works with his sister, colleagues and renowned seismologists to
save Los Angeles and its inhabitants.
Love Strikes Twice (Romance, 1x90
min.) A woman’s husband uses her memory loss as a chance to make her fall in love
with him again.
Maternal Secrets (Thriller, 1x90 min.)
While on vacation in Bermuda, a pregnant
woman must search the island for her politician boyfriend when he suddenly disappears.
Mom Wars (Thriller, 1x90 min.) A mother
must take down a group of bullying PTA
moms before they destroy her life.

Eruption LA

Masters of Dance
Domination (Game show, 3x30/60 min.
format) In this national TV event, one studio
contestant is challenged to outsmart an
entire country, group by group, in a thrilling
game of knowledge and strategy.
BOOM! (Game show, format, Spanish
version: 520x45 min., U.S. version:
10x45 min.) Fuses the drama, intensity
and thrill of an action movie with the highoctane fun of a video game to create an
explosive trivia challenge.
Heart Beats (Musical reality format)
Seeks to pair aspiring singers into music’s
next power couple. Through a dedicated
app, viewers will vote on live performances
in real time as well as reshuffling the contestants into brand new musical and
romantic couples each week.
Sure or Insure (Game-show format) The
shiny-floor game show that hands one
contestant $200,000 with the potential
to win $1 million, but then inserts his family between him and the cash.

Mr. Christmas (Holiday, 1x90 min.) A man
falls in love with his friend’s girlfriend and is
torn between his heart and his best friend.
My Teacher, My Obsession (Thriller, 1x90
min.) A teen tries to seduce her English
teacher to start a twisted new life with him.
Snowmance (Holiday, 1x90 min.) A
woman must decide whether to pursue the
romance she always dreamed of or the true
love that has been right in front of her.
A Wedding Wonderland (Romance, 1x90
min.) Love is tested when wedding plans go
awry and the stress to keep the couple’s families happy gets to be too much.
Witness Unprotected (Thriller, 1x90
min.) A photographer becomes the lead
suspect in a murder case when the subject of her undercover stakeout is the victim
of foul play.

MEDIATOON
DISTRIBUTION
O (33-1) 5326-3100
m livia.guffanti@mediatoon.com
w www.mediatoon-distribution.com
Stand: E10/F10
Contact: Jérôme Alby, mng. dir.; Livia
Guffanti, intl. sales mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Little Furry (Preschool comedy, 78x7 min.)
Little Furry finds himself embarking on new
adventures every day. With the help of his

GET DAILY NEWS ON
THE ASIAN REGION

friends, family and imagination, he can overcome any obstacle that comes his way.
MaXi (Kids & family comedy, 26x11 min.)
Part-time conjoined twins Mara and Xilo live
in the topsy-turvy planet of Babelia where
nature, music and laughter intertwine.
Bobby & Bill (Kids 5+ & family comedy,
52x12 min.) Tells the story of a very special
trio: Bobby, a young boy, his cocker spaniel,
Bill, and his skateboarding turtle, Caroline.
Teen Crumpets (Kids & family comedy,
52x13 min.) The wacky family is back, but
this time the season focuses on the musical, spiritual, ecological and romantic
adventures of the teens.

Spike Team
Green Paradise (Doc., 28x27 min.) An
exploration of the varieties of natural beauty
around the world, and the importance of ecotourism in preserving them for years to come.

NEXT ANIMATION STUDIO
O (886-2) 6607-8666
m inquiries@nextanimation.com.tw
w www.nextanimationstudio.com

Little Furry
Sardine in Outer Space (Kids & family
adventure, 52x12 min.) In development,
follows Sardine on her interstellar mission
to strike back against the outlawed and the
impossible.
Martin Morning (Kids adventure, S4:
52x13 min.) In development, follows Martin Morning’s daily adventures. He might be
a dragon, a butterfly, a cowboy.
The Garfield Show (Kids comedy,
214x11 min.) Garfield is an orange tabby
cat whose main hobbies are chilling out,
sleeping, watching TV and having fun.
Yakari (Kids adventure, 156x13 min.)
Yakari, a Sioux boy, lives everyday as a
great adventure in the wilderness. He is the
bravest little boy with a magical gift!
Miru Miru (Kids edutainment, 50x5 min.)
One day Miru wakes up to find himself in
another world. Join him on this remarkable
journey of friendship and discovery.
Minimighty Kids + Minimighty Squad
(Kids action/comedy, 78x8 min.) These
“minimighty” kids show us that any flaw
can be turned into a superpower. A new
season is to be produced for 2018.

MULTICOM
ENTERTAINMENT GROUP
O (1-310) 693-8818
m info@multicom.tv
w www.multicom.tv
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Checkmate (Game show, 6x30 min.)
With 20,000 euros and glory on the line,
these top ten male and female players will
have to battle over the chessboard.
Spike Team (Children’s animation, 78x28
min.) The fate of Spikersfield College will be
determined by a team of volleyball players
who must save their school by winning a
tournament.
Invisible Man (Sci-fi, 27x30 min.) After
becoming invisible, Dr. Brady is in search of
a way to reverse the process all while
becoming the United Kingdom’s greatest
secret agent.

Stand: C10
Contact: Indra Suharjono, CEO; Matthew
Duntemann, chief creative officer; Jessica
Wu, mktg. & comms. dir.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Mad Box Zombies (244x1 min.) Mad Box
Zombies are mischievous, miniature animal zombies whose daily antics always
end up with somebody getting killed.
Spy Penguin (56x1 min.) An action/comedy
story of the Spy Penguins, whose job is to protect Paris from the Big Boss and evil villains.
Out of This Word (72x1.5 min.) Follows
the musings of Max and Moon, who love
to use and learn popular idioms and phrases
such as “sleep tight.”

Spy Penguin
nxBEATS (60x2 min.) A collection of catchy
renditions of children’s songs. Classics like
“Farmer in the Dell” and “BINGO” have been
outfitted with a modern, upbeat twist.
Karen Senki: The Movie (Sci-fi/action,
1x90 min.) Karen Senki begins her destiny
as she leads a team of rebels to save
humanity from extinction at the hands of an
oppressive robot army.

NIPPON TV
O (81-3) 6215-3036
m nippontv-ibd@ntv.co.jp
w www.ntv.co.jp/english
Stand: A24-18
Contact: Cindy Chino, snr. dir., intl. business dvpmt. (IBD); Fusako Nagashima, format sales, IBD; Sho Shimada, sales, IBD;
Takanori Nakano, sales, IBD; Sayako Aoki,
sales, IBD; Sawori Yamamoto, sales, IBD.
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PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Witness the Fitness (Studio gameshow format, 30 min. eps.) Individuals
who are blessed with superior body parts
use them to reach the pinnacle of their
professions and face off in never-beforeseen original battles.

Mother
Impress Us (Social-experiment format,
60 min. eps.) Participants answer questions and create original performances
that lead to shocking revelations and
somewhat embarrassing moments in
front of fixed cameras around the city.
Judges then decide on the most entertaining performance.
YES MAN discovers the world (Reality
format, 30 min. eps.) YES MAN travels
the world having to say nothing but “yes.”
This game-style program with documentary-type elements leads to unexpected
surprises and twists.
Block Out (Studio game-show format,
60 min. eps.) Two teams of four players
battle each other in a variety of amusing
physical games, combining trivia, strategy, chance and mostly-countless epic
falls that will crack you up.
Meet Me There (Docureality format, 60
min. eps.) Every couple has a special
place that marks a turning point in their
love story. But as the months turn into
years, will two people still share the
same memory?
Ultimate Brain (Edutainment format,
60 min. eps.) University professors,
geniuses with IQ of over 148, junior high
school students from well-known private
schools and celebrities with high education come to this brain-twisting game
show to compete against each other.
Mother (Scripted drama format, 60 min.
eps.) Follows the transformation of a
once disenchanted woman who suddenly takes on the role of being a parent to an
abused child.
Woman—My Life For My Children
(Scripted drama format, 60 min. eps.)
This story unfolds the daily life of a young
family led by a single mother with two
young children, trying to find peace and
happiness without any help in a world of
harsh reality.
Caution, Hazardous Wife (Drama/
action, 60 min. eps.) Follows a housewife who decides to reinvent herself after
realizing she is disaster when it comes
to homemaking but a champion of justice
who becomes incredibly dangerous
when angry.
HUNTER x HUNTER (Anime, 148x30
min.) Follows the adventures of a young
boy who decides to become a professional hunter and find his long-lost father.

ONE LIFE STUDIOS
O (91-22) 2676-6377
m connect@onelifestudios.in

PASSION DISTRIBUTION
O (44-207) 981-9801
m sales@passiondistribution.com

w www.onelifestudios.in

w www.passiondistribution.com

Stand: J06
Contact: Siddharth Kumar Tewary, fndr. &
chief creative; Rahul Kumar Tewary, mng. dir.;
Ali Hussein, chief growth officer; Aaron
Mascarenhas, associate dir., alliances &
partnerships.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Porus (Drama, 260x24 min.) Emperor Porus,
one of the most iconic rulers of Ancient India,
defends his motherland against Alexander, the
mightiest power of the West.
Dropout (Reality format, 16x40 min.) This
fast-paced competition follows “dropouts”
through the rigors of the entrepreneurial journey, testing them in real-world business challenges, transforming them into the ultimate
start-up team.
Hip Hop Homeland (Factual ent., 27x10
min.) Follow the journey of India’s underground
hip-hop scene, through the slums and chawls,
rap, dance, and visual arts, revealing its influence on Mumbai’s millennials.
Bachelors (Comedy, 5x20 min.) Four single
flatmates unite to battle the daily life of bachelorhood in this scripted-comedy series.

Stand: K25
Contact: Nick Tanner, head, sales;
Michelle Choi, sales exec.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Class Next Door (Factual ent., 4x60
min. & format) Sees a class full of parents
being sent back to school; the twist is their
kids are in the classroom next door.
Robot Wars (Ent., S3: 8x60 min. & format)
The national knockout competition to find the
toughest, most advanced fighting robots in
the country.

Porus
Aisha (Drama, 13x30 min.) Sam, a genius
app developer, creates A.I.S.H.A, or Artificial
Intelligence Simulated Humanoid Assistant,
the woman of his dreams and, ultimately, his
nightmares.
Suryaputra Karna (Drama, 307x24 min.)
This epic series follows the journey of Karna,
ferocious warrior and archer, who rises from a
difficult childhood to become one of mythology’s fiercest leaders.
Baal Krishna (Drama, 247x30 min.)
Krishna, the most beloved God in Hindu
mythology, faces evil at every turn during
his young divine life with his mischievous
sense of adventure.
Permanent Roommates (Comedy, 12x23
min.) Mikesh and Tanya, facing the prospect of
marriage, have to decide what their hearts truly want and if that happiness lies within each
other.
Vani Rani (Drama, 1,360+x23 min.) Two
polar-opposite sisters marry two brothers and
have to learn to deal with each other and the
fallout from their family’s choices.
Deivamagal (Drama, 1,349x22 min.) In this
family drama, Prakash and Sathyapriya must
overcome conspiracies against them and fight
to keep their family united.

Barbie: The Most Famous Doll in the World
Pompeii: Countdown to Disaster (Doc.,
3x60 min.) Two thousand years ago the
Roman city of Pompeii was buried in a volcanic eruption. This series provides a
countdown through the final days and
reveals previously unknown secrets.
SOS: How to Survive (Factual ent., 6x60
min.) Series driven by gripping true stories
and centered on life-or-death lessons from
popular survival expert Creek Stewart.
The People’s Vet (Factual ent., 20x60
min.) Heartwarming and often humorous
series following the daily life of the vets and
nurses in two busy charity pet hospitals.
Emogenius (Ent. format, 30 min. eps.)
Comedic game-show format about communication that taps into the popularity of
emojis and text messaging.
Japandemonium (Ent., 6x30 min.) Each
episode features different clips of brilliant
scenes from Japanese entertainment TV.
Trust Me, I’m A Robot (Doc., 1x60 min.)
Eccentric Canadian robot inventor and
puppeteer David McGoran is on a mission
to fix our cultural fear of robots by making a
new kind of machine that even people on
the street will open up to.
Barbie: The Most Famous Doll in the
World (Doc., 1x60 min.) Mary Portas
(Mary Queen of Shops) ventures into Barbie’s
world to find out whether the blonde
bombshell’s days are numbered.
Cold Justice (Crime/investigation, 10x60
min.) From executive producer Dick Wolf,
follows former prosecutor Kelly Siegler and
a team of crime scene investigators and
detectives as they crack cold cases.

RAINBOW
O (39-071) 7506-7500
m info@rbw.it
w www.rbw.it
Stand: E23
Contact: Luana Perrero, head, TV sales;
Kumar Naryana, mng. dir.; Derrick Wong,
country mgr.; Lorena Vaccari, mktg. dir.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
44 Cats (CGI comedy, 52x13 min.) Follows the adventures of a group of cat musicians. The stories explore the themes of
friendship, altruism and helping others.
Regal Academy (Comedy 2D toonshade,
S1-2: 52x30 min.) Fairy tales come to life
at Regal Academy, where Rose Cinderella
and her classmates must combine study
with dealing with their families.
Maggie & Bianca Fashion Friends Season 1 and 2 (Live-action comedy/drama,
52x30 min.) Maggie and Bianca meet at
the Milan Fashion Academy, where they
follow their dreams and discover secrets
that change their lives forever.
Maggie & Bianca Fashion Friends Season 3 (Live-action comedy/drama, 26x30
min.) Maggie and Bianca must consider
leaving Milan for the U.S. This is just one of
the challenges they face in this brand-new
season.
Maggie & Bianca Fashion Friends TV
Movies (Live-action comedy drama, 2x50
min.) The girls must fight to keep their
home, help their father with a trip to Paris
and investigate a school disaster.
World of Winx (Action/mystery 2D, S1-2:
26x30 min.) The Winx travel the world
searching for talent for WOW! and preventing the talent thief from kidnapping them.

Regal Academy
Winx Club 7 (Adventure/action 2D, S1-7:
182x30 min.) The Winx take on an incredible
new challenge: saving the Fairy Animals of the
Magic Universe, as well as endangered
species on Earth who need their help.
Winx Club The Mystery of the Abyss
(3D animated feature, 1x80 min.) Human
beings are polluting the seas, putting at risk
the balance of the Infinite Ocean. Will the
Winx defeat the Trix, restoring balance and
bringing peace back?
PopPixie (Comedy 2D, 52x13 min.) Follow
the extraordinary everyday life of the Pixies in
Pixieville, a world full of magic creatures that’s
waiting to be explored and discovered.
Huntik (Adventure comedy 2D, S1-2: 52x30
min.) Adventurous journeys await across
Europe, South America and Africa, where our
heroes search for powerful amulets that will
help them to stop the evil organization.

RECORD TV
O (55-11) 3300-4022
m emendes@recordtv.com.br
w www.recordtvnetwork.com
Stand: K22
Contact: Delmar Andrade, intl. sales dir.;
Edson Mendes, intl. sales mgr.

REACHING 22,000 EXECUTIVES EVERY MONDAY

SUBSCRIBE HERE: SUBSCRIPTIONS.WS
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TV LISTINGS

The Promised Land
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Rich and Lazarus (Soap opera,
170x50 min.) A love triangle develops
between childhood friends Asher, Joanne
and Zach, who will also have to deal with
the invasion of Jerusalem by the king of
Babylon, Nebuchadnezzar.
The Promised Land (Soap opera,
179x50 min.) After Moses’ death, Joshua,
the new leader of the Hebrews, must fulfill
a difficult mission ordered by God: to command the 12 tribes of Israel in their conquest of Canaan, the Promised Land.
The Slave Mother (Soap opera, 159x60
min. 4K) The tale of the light-skinned slave
girl who was obsessively pursued by Mr.
Leôncio won over the world; none of this
story would have happened without the
characters of this series.

SINGAPORE PAVILION
BY INFOCOMM MEDIA
DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (IMDA)

O (65) 6202-4420
m lee_yi_hui@imda.gov.sg
w www.imda.gov.sg
Stand: E08/H08
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Ah Boys to Men 4 (Comedy feature) Local
favorite and cinema hit, Jack Neo’s army
comedy returns for its fourth edition. (mm2
Entertainment)
Blessed Reunion (Action, 1x90 min.) A
celebration with a twist: retribution, revenge
and rage are served at an annual Chinese
New Year reunion dinner. (Weiyu Films)
Foxtales (Animation, 52x5.5 min.) Imagination comes to life with Snow and her friends
using her magic tail brush. (Chips and Toon)
Halfworlds (Drama, S2: 8x60 min.) The
HBO original series returns with a sequel, this
time uncovering the hidden world of demons
in Bangkok, Thailand. (Infinite Studios)

Missing (Action thriller, 15x60 min.) A
tenacious man’s quest to locate his missing brother leads him to Bangkok, Thailand.
(Wawa Pictures)
Oddbods (Children’s, 120x7 min.) This
award-winning animation is a well-loved
non-dialogue comedy celebrating individuality and friendship. (One Animation)
Salam Ramadan Italy (Info-educational,
5x30 min.) See how the holy month of
Ramadhan is observed in foreign communities like Venice, Milan and Rome.
(Monstrou Studio)
Special Delivery (Reality/travel, 13x30
min.) Follow the host on a meaningful mission to bring smiles to beneficiaries in
remote areas. (Ying Group)
The Teenage Psychic (Drama, 6x60
min.) The HBO original series lets you experience the world through the eyes of Xiao
Zhen, a girl who was born with the ability
to see spirits. (Infocus Asia)
Timescapes (Animation, 1x90 min.) A tasteful collection of five animated short films, journeying through time and memories with just a
music score. (Robot Playground Media)

SUPERIGHTS
O (33) 516-500-016
m sales@superights.net
w www.superights.net
Stand: E10/F10
Contact: Safaa Benazzouz, sales mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Pat the Dog (Kids cartoon comedy 3D,
78x7 min.) Tells the daily adventures of an
ordinary little dog, Pat, and his owner, Lola.
Pat would do anything to save Lola’s day.
Bo Bear (Preschool/family live action,
26x5 min.) A series about young kids and
their fluffy best friend Bo Bear, who is guiding them in their daily lives.
Story Time! (Preschool/family 2D, 26x13
min.) A collection of beautiful tales, both
forgotten wonders and original series. The
series has been designed to open children
up to other cultures.

Emmy & Gooroo (Preschool comedy 2D,
52x11 min.) Follows Emmy, a creative and
resourceful 5-year-old girl, and her best friend
Gooroo, a big, furry and huggable creature, in
their daily adventures in the magic forest.
The Horn Quartet (Kids/family 2D, 1x26
min. & 10x3 min.) In the course of an
amusing trip to the beach, four cows will
discover freedom in an unknown world that
extends far from their meadow.
Puffin Rock (Preschool comedy 2D, 78x7
min.) Set on a beautiful island off the Irish
coast. Nature and wildlife are central to the
stories of Oona and Baba, a cute sister and
brother puffling pair.
Will (Kids comedy 2D, 52x2 min.) Will is a
highly energetic and clever boy who lives
his life to the fullest in a wheelchair.

TV AZTECA
INTERNATIONAL
O (5255) 1720-1313
m jrico@tvazteca.com.mx
w www.tvaztecainternacional.com
Stand: F26
Contact: Jorge Berthely, intl. sales mgr.;
Berta Orozco, sales rep.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Bad Maids (Melodrama, 90x60 min.)
What happens when you discover that the
most important thing in your life, your birth,
has been a lie?
Two Lakes (Drama, 13x60 min.) Three
families living in one house in three different
eras—1944, 1975 and 2015—all find themselves dealing with the spirit of a girl who
died there mysteriously.
El César (Biographical drama, 26x60
min.) The champion who wanted to knock
out the world but fell prey to addiction and
the trappings of power. To rise again, he
had to descend into hell itself.
Missing Bride (Mystery series, 80x60
min.) The disappearance of a wife and
mother opens a Pandora’s box in a family
with many secrets.
3 Families (Comedy, 100x60 min.) A
telenovela with sitcom undertones dealing
with the unexpected events in the daily
lives of three families from different social
groups trying to move up in the world.
Nothing Personal (Melodrama, 80x60
min.) Mariana Aragón is set up by a corrupt organized crime task force after witnessing the murder of her friends; she must
battle to get out of prison and bring down
the people who destroyed her life.

Pat the Dog

The Teenage Psychic

Helen’s Little School (Preschool comedy
3D, 52x11 min.) Follows 5-year-old Helen
and her unruly toy students in this not-soordinary class, where they will discover
that helping and listening to each other is
the best way to learn.
Boyster (Kids comedy 2D, 52x13 min.) Half
oyster, half human, Boyster is different from
the other boys in this comedy series dealing
with universal topics such as finding one’s identity, social exclusion and the desire to fit in.
Kika & Bob (Kids comedy/educational 2D,
52x13 min.) Kika, a gutsy 9-year-old girl,
and Bob, a not so clever but kindhearted
fireman, travel the world with a goal: to go
back home and save Tiger, Kika’s kitten
and best friend.

El César
Iron Lady (Drama/action, 80x60 min.)
When her father is murdered by the country’s most-wanted drug baron, the “Iron
Prosecutor” will use every means at her
disposal to see that justice is served.

9

Living to Race (Drama/action, 40x60
min.) The story of the legendary racecar
drivers Ricardo and Pedro Rodríguez is
entwined with the present-day story of
Rodrigo Hernández.

ZDF ENTERPRISES
O (49) 6131-9911601
m programinfo@zdf-enterprises.de
w www.zdf-enterprises.de
Stand: H36
Contact: Yuliya Hreben (ZDFE.drama),
Christophe Goldberger (ZDFE.junior).
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
School of Roars (Animation, 52x7 min.) Helps
children prepare for school life by exploring a
child’s first year through the relationships and
experiences of our mini monsters.
Wolfblood (Kids live action, 62x26 min.)
Part-human, part-wolf, with extraordinary
speed and senses, Wolfbloods secretly
live amongst us able to transform at will.
Lassie (Animation, 26x22 min.) The beloved
collie comes to life in an animated TV series
that is adventurous, humorous and fun.
Size Matters (Science/knowledge, 2x50
min. 4K) Explores a fascinating web of scientific concepts to uncover not just why
things are as they are, but why they could
never be any different.
Hitler’s Circle of Evil (History/bio., 10x50
min.) To gain his approval, Hitler’s henchmen strive to out-do each other in brutality,
hatred of the Jews and an unequivocal
commitment to the Nazi cause.
Tabula Rasa (Drama, 9x50 min.) A psychological thriller about a young woman
with amnesia, locked up in a secure psychiatric hospital, who appears to be the
sole key in a mysterious disappearance.

Wolfblood
Bron | Broen IV—The Final Season
(Crime/suspense, 10x60 min.) Sofia Helin and
Thure Lindhardt are reprising their roles as
Saga and Henrik in the heart-stopping final
season of the Scandinavian series with storylines featuring the Oresund Bridge that links
Malmo in Sweden with Copenhagen.
Summertime Madness (Drama, 6x30
min.) Takes a sometimes sideways look at
serious questions prompted by the coincidence of a midlife crisis and a coming of age.
The Manipulation Game—How Social
Media Influences Our Views (Docutainment, 60 min. eps.) Over the course of four
social experiments, expert and host
Sascha Lobo reveals the major mechanisms of opinion shaping in social media.
10 Vintners (Docutainment, 5x45 min.)
Actor Joachim Król and Vincent Moissonnier,
the winner of two Michelin awards for his
restaurant and wine shop, show that what the
EU understands under the name “Bio Wine”
has nothing to do with the product made by
nature and enjoyed by millions.

REACHING 22,000 EXECUTIVES EVERY TUESDAY

SUBSCRIBE HERE: SUBSCRIPTIONS.WS
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HUNDREDS OF SCREENING ROOMS.
THOUSANDS OF VIDEO CLIPS.

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

WorldScreenings.com

